With the rapid growth of the applications of machine learning (ML) and other artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, adequate testing has become a necessity to ensure their quality. This paper identifies the characteristics of AI applications that distinguish them from traditional software, and analyses the main difficulties in applying existing testing methods. Based on this analysis, we propose a new method called datamorphic testing and illustrate the method with an example of testing face recognition applications. We also report an experiment with four real industrial application systems of face recognition to validate the proposed approach. H. Zhu et al., Datamorphic Testing 
I. MOTIVATION
We have seen a rapid growth in the application of machine learning (ML), data mining and other artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to software systems in recent years [1] . Typical examples of such applications include driverless vehicles, face recognition and fingerprint recognition in security control, workload pattern learning in computer cluster operation, personalization of social media networking for business intelligence, situation recognition and action rule learning in healthcare, smart homes and smart cities, etc. Many such applications are also closely integrated with robotics, the Internet-of-Things, Big Data, and Edge, Fog and Cloud computing, which all require automated and optimized data collection and processing. AI techniques, especially ML, have been widely regarded as a promising solution to the underlying hard computational problems. All these applications must be thoroughly tested to ensure their quality [2] .
For traditional software applications, testing is efficient and effective. Automated software testing tools like the XUnit automated test framework [3, 4] such as JUnit and GUI-based automated testing tools such as Selenium (1) are widely used across the industry. Software testing methods and techniques are employed systematically in the best practice. Research has demonstrated that a large proportion of faults can be detected before product release. Software products that pass testing can be reliable and trustworthy if testing is performed thoroughly. Testing plays a central role in software engineering, for example, in test-driven (1) https://www.seleniumhq.org development, which is widely used in industry [5] .
However, the current practice of testing AI applications lags far behind the maturity of testing traditional software applications. Testing has become a grave challenge because the distinctive features of AI applications disqualify existing software testing methods, techniques and tools. This paper examines the difficulties when testing AI applications using existing software testing methods and techniques, and proposes a novel approach called datamorphic testing.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the challenges of AI applications currently confronting software test engineers. Section III introduces the basic concepts of datamorphic testing method. Section IV discusses the process of datamorphic testing and various testing strategies of datamorphic testing. Section V reports an experiment with four real industry ML applications of face recognition. Section VI concludes the paper with a discussion of related work and future work.
II. THE CHALLENGES
In this section, we first identify the distinctive features of AI and ML applications. Then, we discuss the applicability of existing software testing methods and techniques.
A. Distinctive Features of AI Applications
Testing AI applications is different from testing traditional software applications for the following reasons.
(1) Uncertainty
Like all software systems, the development of an AI application is subject to influences from uncertainties, which are factors that may cause random errors in the software. Testing as a quality assurance measure prevents the uncertainties from having a negative impact on software quality, detects the defects in the intermediate and final products due to uncertainties, and eliminates the defects from the product. Three types of uncertainties have been recognized for the development of traditional software systems [6] . They are: a) Godel type uncertainties due to incompleteness of the specifications of software system; b) Heisenberg type uncertainties due to users' uncertainty about their requirements before they actual see and use the product; c) Pragmatic uncertainties due to the software engineers' random errors during engineering process.
Existing software testing, verification and validation techniques and other software engineering techniques and methods have been developed to deal with these known types of uncertainty. No doubt, these types of uncertainty are also associated with AI applications, but they exhibit themselves in new forms. For example, the sources of pragmatic uncertainty in developing ML applications include the choices of training data, the selection of models and the fine-tuning of the model parameters. These affect the performances of ML applications significantly, and it is an art rather than a science. This gives a large new scope for pragmatic uncertainty.
Moreover, AI applications are subject to a new type of uncertainty: d) Algorithmic uncertainty due to the randomness in the algorithms used in the development and operation of the software.
For example, ML applications are subject to the randomness associated with training algorithms. For instance, in the training of neural networks, the weights associated with the links between neurons may be initialized at random. Research has shown that the initial random state of a neural network may have significant impact on the final result. Many other AI algorithms, such as in genetic algorithms, multi-agent systems and swam intelligence, etc., also employ randomness. Due to the fundamental differences of the uncertainties associated to AI applications to those associated to traditional software, the testing methods and techniques developed so far are neither efficient nor effective for dealing with them. How to control such uncertainties and how to assess the quality of a product that is subject to algorithmic uncertainty in the development process are still open problems in software engineering.
(2) Adaptive Behaviour AI techniques are often employed in situations that the application is required to adapt its behavior in a dynamic environment like the Internet and cloud. A typical example is online learning, such as chat-bots, which learn from conversations with online users and apply what is learnt to future conversations. For such online learning applications, it is difficult (if not impossible) to know the quality of training data in advance. Another example of online learning is cluster optimization in cloud computing, which can collect data about a system's workload, learn a workload distribution model, and predict workloads to optimize cloud resource usages by, for example, switching on servers before demand peaks. Such applications demonstrate a high level of intelligence by behaving adaptively according to the runtime situation. Mathematically speaking, such software can be regarded as a higher-order function, which takes a set of data as input and generates a function. It is particularly difficult to design test data for such systems using existing testing techniques, which are developed to deal with first-order functions.
On the other hand, testing may play a crucial role in not only the development but also the operation of such systems, for example, by performing online testing and controlling the direction of adaptation. This requires testing to be performed automatically.
(3) Incomprehensibility
A neural network is hard, if not impossible, to interpret logically, although much research is directed towards this problem in order to extract rules from neural networks, for example. Existing program-based testing, validation and verification techniques cannot be applied to design test cases according to the details of a neural network. How to judge or measure test adequacy according to test's coverage of the neural network structure is also an open problem.
Some machine learning algorithms do produce results that are interpretable and comprehensible. For example, decision tree learning produces a decision tree as a predictive model for classification. Decision trees are comprehensible and logically explainable. In fact, decision trees and decision tables have been used in software development for a long time. There are a few well-defined testing techniques targeting such software artifacts. Such techniques can also be applied or adapted for testing ML applications by generating test cases and measuring test adequacy.
(4) Lack of testable specification ML applications are often difficult (if not impossible) to define with testable and verifiable specifications. By this, we mean an intrinsic specification (either formal or informal) based on which test cases can be generated and test results can be checked for correctness objectively. The following are typical examples of requirements statements of ML applications.
• Face recognition, i.e. software that detects and recognises human beings in picture and identifies who the person is by referring to a database of facial images; • Fingerprint recognition, which compares a fingerprint against a set of known fingerprints stored in a database to identify a person; • Object recognition, which identifies the objects in an image or video; • Driverless vehicles, which reads signals from sensors and video cameras mounted on cars or other types of vehicles, recognises road conditions and the traffic, learns and predicts the pedestrian and other vehicles' moving trajectories, and controls a vehicle's motion without input from a human driver.
Statements like the above are neither testable nor verifiable because they cannot be refined to the necessary level of clarity and detail needed by engineers to design test cases and to check test results. Significant creative efforts are required to bridge the gap between such statements and testing activities.
Given these distinctive features of AI applications, we review existing software testing methods and techniques and analyse their applicability to AI applications next.
B. Applicability of Existing Software Testing Methods
Existing software testing techniques can be roughly classified into the following four types, but in practice they are often used in combination.
(1) Specification Based Approach
In this approach, test cases are designed according to the specification of the software under test, test results are checked against the specification, and test adequacy are measured according to how well the specified functions of the software are exercised. Specifications can be represented in (a) mathematical and formal notations, (b) semi-formal graphical notations, or (c) natural language for defining the functional and non-functional requirements. The last of these, using structured natural language, is the most widely used. For example, in testdriven development methodology, functional requirements are specified by user stories from which test cases and/or executable test code are derived manually from narrative descriptions of software functions. The format of such user stories, e.g. JBehave ( 2 ) , focuses on user-computer interactions, where each step is a fairly simple computation. In contrast, the computations realized by ML are normally much more complicated. Consequently, user story descriptions in a format like JBehave are insufficient for deriving test cases and for checking test results for ML applications.
Formal and semi-formal specifications make it possible to test and check test results automatically. However, existing formal methods (like process algebras, Petri-nets, state-charts, Z and B etc.) rely on state-based model of computation, which mismatch the computation models of AI algorithms like connectionist, swam intelligence, game theory, rule-based systems, heuristic rules, multi-agent systems based on modal logic of belief, desire and intention, etc. So, we need a new approach. One possibility is algebraic specification and its generalization, metamorphic relations, which is independent of computation models.
(2) Program Based Approach
In this approach, test cases are derived from the program (2) https://jbehave.org code and test adequacy is measured according to the coverage of the program code with respect to various adequacy metrics. Examples include (a) control flow testing to achieve statement coverage, branch coverage and various path coverage criteria, (b) data flow testing to satisfy def-use path coverage criteria, etc., or (c) predicate testing to exercise the predicates in the code (such as the Boolean conditions in if-then-else statements) to achieve Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) predicate coverage criterion, etc., (d) mutation testing is another typical program-based testing method in which bugs are injected into the program code to generate mutants of the original program and test adequacy is measured by the percentage of such bugs that can be detected by the test data.
Control flow and data flow testing methods are only applicable to programs that can be modeled in flow graphs. Thus, they are not directly applicable to neural networks and many other AI applications. Predicate testing can only be applied if the code contains predicates. Therefore, it may be adapted for testing decision tree learning models, but not neural networks. Mutation testing techniques rely on the analysis of faults in code to develop a set of mutation operators that inserts faults into code to generate mutants. The principle of mutation testing is applicable to all AI techniques, including neural networks. However, research is required to develop a set of meaningful mutation operators for various AI models. This may lead to useful metrics for measuring test adequacy for neural networks.
(3) Usage Based Approach
In this approach, the usage of the system is analysed to identify the input and output space, or more generally, the human computer interactions. Test cases are designed to explore the input/output space, for example, according to the risks associated with various subdomains of the space or certain types of points in the space. Probabilistic models are often used to model the users' behaviour. For example, profiles of users' inputs may be used to model the probability distribution of the input data. Markov chains have been used to model events in GUI operations. Typical examples of usage based testing techniques include combinatorial testing, GUI exploratory testing, random testing, fuzz testing and data mutation testing.
Random and fuzz testing generate test input data randomly. They are efficient and effective techniques for data spaces that are structurally simple, but less suitable for input spaces that are structurally highly complicated like human face images, diagrams, natural language sentences, etc. This includes most AI applications. Even if the input data are simple in structure, checking the correctness of the test result on random input could be a nontrivial problem when the computation is complicated. This is also the case for most AI applications.
Combinatorial testing is concerned with the situation where the software has a large number of input variables while each variable can have a relatively small number of different values. This leads to a combinational explosion of test cases. Combinatorial testing techniques reduce the cost of testing while maintain test effectiveness by designing test suite that cover a subset of combinations, such as 2way combinations. It might be possible to adapt this technique to test certain AI applications that have high dimensional input spaces. Data mutation testing was developed to deal with structurally complicated input spaces [7] . The basic idea is to develop a set of operators on software input data so that when they are applied to an existing test case, a set of new test cases can be generated as the mutants of the original test cases. This is another testing method that inspired the approach proposed in this paper.
(4) Error Based Approach
In this approach, testing is based on a good understanding of the errors commonly made by software engineers. Test cases are designed to check if any of these errors are residual in the product. A typical example is category partitioning testing. A common programming error is to shift or rotate the boundary condition by a small amount. For example, searching an element in an array often misses the last one or the first one. Therefore, a testing method is to select test data on each boundary line of the subdomains as well as some points near the boundary. Such testing techniques target the pragmatic uncertainty based on the knowledge about common errors made by software engineers.
Since ML applications are developed by training a model rather than designing and coding in the traditional way, error-based testing techniques like category partitioning testing make little sense. Although the principle of error-based testing is applicable, many research questions remain: what are the common errors in training ML models? How will such errors exhibit themselves in the resulting product? And, how can such errors be detected by test cases?
In summary, existing software testing techniques and methods cannot be applied to AI applications due to their new features. It is difficult and expensive to generate test cases, to check the correctness of test results, and to measure test adequacy. Existing testing techniques and methods cannot effectively detect errors in ML models and thus are unable to ensure the quality of software products. New testing methods and techniques are required to take the specific features of ML/AI applications and their development processes into account.
In the next section, we will outline the proposed method datamorphic testing for ML and AI applications, addressing the problem of how to generate test data and how to check the correctness of test results.
III. BASIC CONCEPTS OF DATAMORPHIC TESTING
We first define the key concepts underlying the proposed testing method and illustrate them using face recognition as an example. Here, facial recognition is the problem of determining whether an image portrays somebody whose facial image is stored in a database of known persons.
A. Datamorphism
A datamorphism is a transformation that derives new test data, called mutants, from existing test data.
Let ! and ! be the input and output domains of a program P under test, respectively, !(! ! , ! ! , … , ! ! , !) be a predicate on the set ! ! ×! , where ! is a given set of parameters, and ! ≥ 0 is a given natural number.
Definition 1. (Datamorphism)
A k-ary datamorphism ! is a mapping from ! ! ×! to D such that for all ! = ! ! , ! ! , … , ! ! ∈ ! ! , ! ∈ ! , if ! !, ! = !"#$, we have that !(!, !) ∈ !. The elements ! in set ! are called the parameters of the datamorphism. V is called applicability condition of the datamorphism.
For example, for the face recognition application, the input domain of the application contains images of human faces. The following examples of datamorphisms are applicable to human facial images: 1) Add a pair of glasses; 2) Add makeup; 3) Change hairstyle; 4) Change hair colour. Figure 1 shows the results of applying these datamorphisms to photos; (a) is the original photo (3) , (b) adds a pair of glasses to (a), (c) adds a pair of sunglasses, (e) -(g) add makeup, (h) changes the hairstyle and colour. Images (i) and (j) are obtained by transforming (a) into black-and-white and into watercolours, respectively.
Note that some transformations are not meaningful in all contexts. For example, automated passport control requires people to remove items that obscure the face so adding glass is inapplicable there.
Note that these datamorphisms could be implemented as program components. For example, images (b)-(h) in Figure 1 were obtained by using a mobile phone app called YouCam and images (i) and (j) were obtained using another mobile phone app called Prima. In the experiment reported in Section V we also use the facial attribute inverting operators provided by the AttGAN system [8] .
B. Metamorphism
Not only do datamorphisms provide a means of test case generation, they are also a powerful means to specify the required functions of the application in terms of relationships between test cases and the expected outputs. Such a relationship is called a metamorphic relation [9, 10] .
Definition 2. (Metamorphic Relation)
Let ! ≥ 1 be a natural number. A k-ary metamorphic relation M for program ! is a relation on ! ! ×! ! such that program ! is correct on input ! = (! ! , . . , ! ! ) ∈ ! ! implies that the relation ! !, ! ! ! , … , ! ! ! holds, where ! ! is program P's output on input x.
The following is a typical example of metamorphic relation for the Sin(x) function, where ! and ! can be any real number.
! + ! = ! ⇒ !"# ! = !"# ! . The above equation defines a binary metamorphic relation (i.e. ! = 2) for the !"# function. A typical form of metamorphic relations is
is a relation on them both. It asserts that for all input data ! ! , … , ! ! satisfying condition !, called the applicability condition, then the outputs from program ! must satisfy condition !, called the correctness condition. The condition ! is called the applicability condition. Condition ! is called the correctness condition.
A metamorphic relation is an assertion about software correctness in terms of an expected relationship between inputs and outputs. It is a very flexible and expressive means of specifying software functions.
To apply a metamorphic relation in the above form in software testing, one must generate test cases ! ! , … , ! ! that satisfy condition !(! ! , … , ! ! ) , for example, by searching on the input space or by solving constraints. Then, the program ! under test is executed on test cases ! ! , … , ! ! to obtain outputs !(! ! ), … , !(! ! ). Finally, the condition ! is checked on the outputs to determine whether the program is correct on these test cases.
The two main difficulties of using metamorphic relations in software testing are finding a suitably set of metamorphic relations that are effective for detecting faults in the software under test and finding test cases that satisfy the applicability conditions of the metamorphic relations. These difficulties can be eased if metamorphic relations are combined with datamorphisms as shown in [11] .
Definition 3. (Metamorphism)
Let ! ≠ ∅ be a given set of datamorphisms on the input domain of program !. A metamorphic relation ! is called a metamorphism, if it can be presented in the following form.
A metamorphism asserts that for all input data ! ! , … , ! ! , the correctness condition ! holds on ! ! ! , … , ! ! ! , ! !′ ! , . . , !(!′ ! ). For the !"# function example, the following is a metamorphism for the datamorphism
With metamorphisms, testing can be performed automatically by, first, applying the datamorphism on existing test cases to obtain mutant test cases. Then, the program is executed on the seed and mutant test cases. Finally, the results of the test executions are checked against the correctness condition to determine the correctness of the program. This avoids searching for test cases or constraint solving.
In many cases, metamorphism can be easily derived from the meaning of the datamorphism. For example, let !""#$%&&'&(!) denote the datamorphism of adding a pair of glasses on a facial image. A metamorphism for the face recognition application !"#$%&(!) can be formally defined on !""#$%&&'&(!) as follows.
!"#$!" ! = !"#$%& !""#$%&&'& ! . This metamorphism states that if the face recognition application recognises a person in an image, then, after adding a pair of glasses by editing the image, the software should still recognize the person. Therefore, applying this metamorphism to image (a) and (b) in Figure 1 , we expect a face recognition application will identify that the images are of the same person.
Metamorphisms like the above are actually software formal specifications. Testing an AI application can be automated if datamorphisms and metamorphisms can be implemented in software. For example, as stated earlier, it is possible to edit an image and generate a mutant of an image as shown in Figure 1 . Then, by feeding both the original and the mutant images to a facial recognition application, the correctness of the application can be checked by comparing the outputs of these two test cases. If the outputs are identical, the application passes the test; otherwise, an error is detected.
C. Seed Test Cases
For a datamorphism to be useful, we must have a set of known test cases, called seed test cases, or simply seeds. In the face recognition example, a seed could be an image of a person's face. Such a set of seeds is normally available for testers of many AI applications, for example, as training data for an ML application. The seeds could be a subset of such training data selected at random or according to certain criteria. However, seeds alone are inadequate. Our method uses the seeds to generate more test cases to make an adequate test of the application. Seeds are not necessarily labeled with the expected outputs unless the datamorphisms require such labels.
A datamorphism may well be applicable to mutants, especially when the mutants are generated by a different datamorphism. For example, in Figure 1 , (h) is obtained by applying a datamorphism on mutant (e).
In summary, our testing framework consists of three elements: a set of seed test cases, a set of datamorphisms and a set of metamorphisms.
Definition 4. (Datamorphic Test Framework)
Let D be the input domain of a program P under test. A datamorphic test framework ℱ is an ordered triple !, !, ℳ , where ! ⊆ ! is a finite subset of D. The elements of ! are called the seed test cases, or simply seeds. ! is a finite set of datamorphisms, and ℳ is a finite set of metamorphisms.
The next section discusses how to construct a datamorphic test framework and how such a test framework can be used with different strategies.
IV. TESTING PROCESS AND STRATEGIES

A. Process of Datamorphic Testing
As illustrated in Figure 2 , the datamorphic testing process consists of three stages.
The first stage is analysis of the testing problem in order to design a datamorphic test framework. In this stage, seed test cases, datamorphisms and metamorphisms are identified. These three elements are closely related to each other, thus should be engineered systematically.
Analysis starts by identifying the operating conditions of the application. For face recognition application at an international airport's border control, for example, the input to the software is a photo from a camera fitted on an automatic passport checking machine and the photo of the passport holder retrieved from the information contained in a smart passport. The person may be of any ethnic background, age or gender. Normally, the person should be facing the camera directly without glasses and without heavy makeup, etc. However, in reality, people may wear glasses (even sunglasses), and have makeup. The photo could be many years old and taken from an unusual angle and the camera may have dust on its lens, etc. These form a variety of operating conditions of the application. Realworld use of the software could be a combination of these aspects. Adequate testing of the application must cover all such combinations. Directly collecting test data to achieve adequate testing could be a challenge.
Figure 2. Datamorphic Testing Process
Our approach to solve this problem is to take a subset of the operating conditions as the normal conditions, and the others as abnormal conditions. The seed test cases are constructed from various combinations of the normal operating conditions. For example, we consider the person in front of the automatic passport checking machine is in normal operating condition if he/she does not wear glasses, has no makeup and the passport photo is taken recently. He/she could be of different ethnic background, in a different age group, and of different gender. Photos with combinations of these factors are sought as the seed tests.
The other operating conditions are regarded as "abnormal". For example, for the face recognition application to passport control, abnormal operating conditions include the situations that the passenger wears glasses, makeup, changes hair colour, the passport photo is out of date, and the camera lens is dusty, or the camera points to the person at a different angle, etc. Test cases representing abnormal operation conditions are obtained by transforming seed test cases into mutant test cases. Each of these abnormal conditions in the operation of the software is therefore a candidate for datamorphism.
For an abnormal operating condition to be a datamorphism, it must also be feasible to implement a transformation on the input data. Otherwise, the operating condition must be added to the set of "normal" operating condition and the corresponding test cases must be obtained directly as seeds.
Once the normal and abnormal operating conditions are identified, the corresponding changes of a datamorphism on the output should be identified, thus metamorphisms can be derived. For example, adding a pair of glasses should still recognize the person.
The first stage should finish with a set of specifications of the seed test cases, the datamorphisms and the metamorphisms. These specifications can be in natural language, but should be detailed enough for performing the nest steps of the process.
The second stage of datamorphic testing is realization. In this stage, the actual test data of the seeds are constructed, and datamorphisms and metamorphisms are realized.
A datamorphism can be realised by developing software that takes test data as input and generates new test data. Sometimes, applications already available can be used as datamorphisms as shown by the face recognition example. A datamorphism can also be realized by manually editing test cases. If datamorphisms cannot be realized, seed test cases must be obtained directly to represent the corresponding operating conditions. A metamorphism can typically be implemented as code that invokes the application with seed and mutant test cases, and then stores and/or compares the result according to the metamorphism.
The final stage of datamorphic testing is execution, in which the test is executed according to a test strategy, which is discussed in detail in the next subsection.
B. Datamorphic Testing Strategies
There are many strategies of generating test cases using datamorphisms.
• Exhaustive
An exhaustive strategy is to generate all possible mutant test cases by repeatedly applying the datamorphisms on the seeds until no more new mutants can be generated. Formally, let ! be the set of test cases. ! is initialized to the set of seed test cases. For each datamorphism, it is applied on every seed with all possible parameters to generate a set of mutants. These mutants are added to the set ! of test cases while duplicated test cases are removed. This mutant generation process is repeated until no new test cases can be added.
Exhaustive testing may generate a huge number of test cases from a small set of seeds. In some cases, there may be an infinite number of test cases that can be generated from a finite number of seeds. Therefore, it is desirable to select a subset of such exhaustive test set. The following are some examples.
• Combinatorial
Assume that there is a set ! of n>0 unary datamorphisms. A mutant test case m obtained by a sequence of applications of datamorphisms 
. Similarly, we can define !way combinatorial completeness for every ! > 2 . Moreover, we say a set of test cases is 0-way combinatorial complete, if it contains all seed test cases. A set of test cases satisfies the !-way combinatorial coverage criterion, if it is !-way combinatorial complete for all ! = 0, … , !. Similarly, we can define k-way combinatorial completeness and k-way combinatorial coverage criteria for a set of non-unary datamorphisms.
As in traditional combinatorial testing, the number of test cases in a test that satisfies the !-way combinatorial coverage criterion can be significantly smaller than number of all combinations of ! datamorphisms on all seed test cases. For many ML applications, the datamorphisms, like those for transformation of facial images, are often commutative, associative, and idempotent. Thus, the number of test cases to satisfy a combinatorial coverage criterion can be much smaller.
• Optimal
This strategy is inspired by genetic algorithms. Consider the set of seed test cases as the initial population and the datamorphisms as mutation operators. At each step in test case generation process, select a subset of the current population and a subset of datamorphisms to generate new mutants and add them into the population. The selection can be guided by a fitness function to either achieve maximal fitness in a fixed number of cycles, or until the fitness level peaks, or until the population reaches a certain number. Depending on the definition of the fitness function and the choice of termination condition, various kinds of optimization of the test set can be obtained. A basic strategy to is select a seed test case and a datamorphism at random to generate one mutant a time until a total number of test case are generated or the testing is adequate according to some adequacy criterion.
• Exploratory
For classification and clustering problems, a practical goal of testing is often to find out the boundary between two classes. This can be done by defining binary datamorphisms to seek the boundary points and thereby find the Pareto front. For example, assume that !(!) is a program that classifies an input real number x into two classes A and B. If there are two test cases ! and ! such that
, then another test case ! = !"# !, ! will be generated and the program tested on; otherwise, test case ! = !"# !, ! is generated, and tested on. This process repeats iteratively until the distance between two test cases is small enough. In general, a test strategy may use the program output on test cases to determine which datamorphism to apply and on which test case. The principles of search-based testing apply [13] .
V. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we report an experiment to demonstrate the validity of datamorphic testing method.
A. Goal of the experiment
The goal of the experiment is to investigate the validity of test case generation by applying datamorphisms on images for testing face recognition. The research questions to be answered are: RQ1: Is an image generated by applying datamorphisms on an existing image a valid test case for face recognition applications? RQ2: Are the test results on a ML application valid when using mutant test data obtained by applying datamorphisms in seed test cases?
B. Design of the experiment
The experiment consists of three key elements: (a) the AI application to be tested; (b) the dataset used to select seed test cases and the real test data to be used in comparison with mutant test cases; (c) the transformations on test cases to be used as the datamorphisms.
(1) Applications under test
We have selected four real ML applications of the same kind from industry, i.e. four face recognition applications. They are: a) Tencent Face Recognition (4) b) Baidu Face Recognition (5) 4 URL: https://ai.qq.com/product/face.shtml#detect c) Face++ online face recognition (6) d) SeetaFace face recognition. The first three are online services invoked through APIs written in Java. SeetaFace is an open source project based on openCV. The project is cloned from GitHub (7) and installed on our local computer system. It is written in C++ and our invocation code is also in C++.
These applications are used to evaluate the validity of test cases generated by datamorphisms on facial images as well as to demonstrate the applicability and cost efficiency of the testing method. The employment of multiple ML applications of the same kind but developed by independent vendors enables us to demonstrate the reusability and generalizability of the datamorphisms and test strategies.
(2) Datasets Two public datasets are used in our experiment.
• CelebA (8) , which contains ten thousand identities, each of which has twenty images. There are two hundred thousand images in total. We selected randomly 200 (i.e. 1%) images of different identities from the dataset as the seed test cases to generate mutant test cases. • PubFig (9) , which contains 58,797 images of about 200 people also collected from the internet. For each individual, the dataset contains multiple images (about 300 on average) taken in completely uncontrolled situations as non-cooperative subjects with large variation in pose, lighting, expression, scene, camera, imaging conditions and parameters, etc. This unique feature of the dataset makes it ideal to compare the images generated by applying datamorphisms.
(3) Datamorphisms and Metamorphisms
Instead of manually operating the YouCam APP as in Section III, we used the open source GitHub project AttGAN (10) , which implements a set of 13 facial attribute editing operators [8] . Each operator takes a facial image as input and generates a new image that changes a facial attribute. They are listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 3 . These operators are used as the datamorphisms. The metamorphisms used in the experiments are !"#$%&!"#$ !, ! ! ≥ 80% where !(!) is any of the datamorphisms given in Table 1 , !"#$%&'&($ is any of the four face recognition applications. For each of them, !"#$%&'&($(!, !) returns a number in the interval [0,100] as the similarity score between two facial images ! and !. 
C. Execution of The Experiment
The experiment consists of the following 3 steps.
1) Generation of mutant test cases
The mutant test cases are generated by using the AttGAN software on 200 images selected at random from the CelebA dataset. The validity of the AttGAN algorithm for inverting facial images on various attributes has been intensively studied via cross-validation [8] on two large-scale labeled datasets, which clearly demonstrated that the resulting facial images achieved their purposes from the machine learning and image processing points of view. Our purpose differs from their experimental study. It is to validate the use of modified images as test cases for face recognition applications. Therefore, each facial image in the selection from the CelebA dataset is used as the seed, and 13 mutants generated by applying the transformations listed in Table 1 are used as mutant test cases. A total of 2,600 mutant test cases were generated.
2) Testing on generated test cases
The face recognition applications are tested on the mutant test cases against the seed test cases.
These mutants were input to four face recognition ML applications to obtain a measure of the similarity between the seed and the mutant, which is a numerical score in the range between 0 to 100. The raw data of the test results can be found in Appendix A.
3) Testing on real images
To validate the result of the testing on these mutant test cases, we selected at random 13 images for each individual from the PubFig dataset. We use these real images to test the face recognition applications and obtained their recognition accuracies. A total of 2600 real images were used as the real test cases. See Appendix B for details of the test results.
D. Analysis of The Results
The data collected from the experiments are analysed to answer the research questions RQ1 and RQ2.
• Validity of Using Generated Images as Test Data
To answer research question RQ1, we analyse how close the generated test cases are with respect to the original image. For each type of mutant, the average of similarity scores indicates how well the generated test case is close to the original image in the eyes of the ML application. The distribution of average similarity scores and their standard deviations over different image operators are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). Details of the data can be found in Appendix C.
The results show that the overall average similarity scores are between 80.32 and 99.70 for different face recognition applications. The smallest standard deviation is 1.51 while the largest standard deviation is 7.07. Therefore, we can conclude that facial images generated by applying such image processing algorithms to change various attributes of the image are very close to the real images, thus valid as test cases.
There are a small number of cases where recognition fails, as shown in Figure 4 (c). This is either because the application does not recognize any face in the image or because there is a timeout in the transmission of image data to the servers on the Cloud. Both of these cases are ignored when calculating recognition accuracy.
• Test Effectiveness
To answer research question RQ2, we compare the test results obtained by using generated mutant test cases and the results obtained by using real images.
Our experiments demonstrated that using mutant test cases to test facial recognition applications can differentiate their recognition capability; see Figure 5 .
The results show that the Tencent Face Recognition gives the highest overall average (99.70) of similarity scores between the seeds and mutants, while SeetaFace has the lowest overall average (80.29) of similarity scores. Face++ and Baidu Face Recognition are very close on overall average scores, 93.09 and 94.75, respectively. These results are highly correlated to the overall average scores of the testing with real images. The Pearson's correlation coefficient between them is 0.99. The standard deviations are also highly correlated with a Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.82. Therefore, we can conclude that the test results obtained by using mutant test cases is valid.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new software testing method called datamorphic testing and explored its applicability to testing ML applications. An experiment has shown it is a valid approach.
A. Related work
The proposed approach is an improvement, generalization and integration of many data centric testing methods.
Data mutation testing was proposed by Shan and Zhu to test software whose input is structurally complex [7] . A test framework in data mutation testing consists of a set of know test cases called seeds and a set of data mutation This inspired the seed test cases and datamorphisms of our approach. An empirical study of data mutation testing method was conducted by testing a modeling tool. It demonstrated high fault detection ability. Datamorphic testing improves upon data mutation testing by integrating it with metamorphic testing. It advocates that data mutation operators should be engineered together with metamorphic relations, so that the correctness of the software on test cases can be automatically checked.
Metamorphic testing was proposed by Chen, et al. [9] , who introduced the notion of metamorphic relations and explored its use in software testing. It has been an active research topic since then, with researchers empirically studying the effectiveness of the testing method. Recent surveys of the work on this topic can also be found [10] .
Zhu has integrated data mutation testing and metamorphic test methods and showed that using data mutation operators, metamorphic relations can be easily derived [11] , overcoming a long-standing barrier to practical use. Zhu also reported on an automated testing tool called JFuzz to support the use of integrated data mutation and metamorphic testing methods for Java unit testing. Datamorphic testing improves the applicability of metamorphic testing by allowing systematic derivation of datamorphisms and metamorphisms, as illustrated by the example above and the experiment. Moreover, JFuzz implements a simple fixed strategy of using data mutation operators and metamorphisms in testing. In contrast, the datamorphic testing method proposed in this paper regards testing strategy as a variable element.
Fuzz testing is a type of random testing [12] , in which a test case is randomly modified and the correctness criterion is that the software does not crash. It is a special trivial case of datamorphic testing. Thus, datamorphic testing can significantly increase testing effectiveness by specifying more meaningful modifications of the test cases with datamorphisms and more accurate correctness conditions in metamorphisms.
Search-based testing regards testing as an optimization problem, to maximize the test effectiveness or test coverage by searching on the space of test cases [13] .
Genetic algorithms are often employed to realize such optimization. Datamorphic testing can be combined with search-based software testing to search for optimised test sets, for example, by using datamorphisms as means of generating a population of test cases, and coverage of metamorphisms as the optimisation target. As discussed in Section IV.B, the principle of search-based testing can be applied to form specific testing strategies of datamorphism testing.
Testing ML applications is rarely reported in the research literature. An exception is DeepTest [142] , which is a software tool for testing deep neuron network (DNN) driven autonomous cars. It automatically generates test cases leveraging real-world changes in driving conditions like rain, fog, lighting conditions, etc. via image transformations. Metamorphic relations are defined based on such image transformations and used to detect erroneous behaviours. DeepTest can be understood as a datamorphic testing tools for a special type of ML applications. It demonstrates that such synthetic test cases can be realistic and capable of finding a large number of erroneous behaviors under different realistic driving conditions, many of which led to potentially fatal crashes in three top performing DNNs in the Udacity self-driving car challenge. Most existing testing techniques for DNNdriven vehicles are heavily dependent on the manual collection of test data under different driving conditions. This is prohibitively expensive as the number of test conditions increases. DeepTest shows that the approach to generate a large number of realistic test cases can be cost efficient. However, it is unclear how the seed test cases reported in [14] are selected, how transformations on test cases are identified, and what test strategy were implemented in DeepTest to generate mutant test cases. These are some of the issues that this paper attempts to address.
The main contribution of this paper is a theoretical framework of a testing method for AI applications, which unifies the existing data centric testing methods and techniques. It lays a foundation for an engineering methodology and automated testing tool for AI applications. 
B. Further work
We are developing an automated testing tool to support datamorphic testing method for AI applications. It aims to show the feasibility of datamorphic testing with significant improvement in test effectiveness and efficiency. We are further investigating practical techniques in the framework of datamorphic testing. These techniques include (a) adequacy criteria for testing AI applications, (b) various test strategies and heuristics rules for controlling the testing activities, and (c) test process models that integrate testing with the development process of AI applications.
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